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The Greatest Delight 

(Ism-Allah AL-Kareem) 

 
We are surrounded by Allah’s generosity.  When we are surrounded by it, what makes you not 

believe? It is His generosity he make us pray and gave us again and again. When you see Allah’s 

generosity it prevents you from arrogance. You have nice house and beautiful children and you 

see better than anybody else, but you feel that no Allah is kareem you will be humble. To feel 

proud, arrogant and jealous is from shaitan. This is problem, but if you think la this is Allah’s 

generosity, it will protect you from the sickness from the heart. that’s why names of Allah is a 

garden and it add colors to your life. When you don’t know Allah, your life is plain and boring. 

But when you know Allah’s name, you think it is nice. It makes your life colorful. Imagine you are 

living only in white and white or only red or only black. But see the color of sky is blue and color 

of earth is different and the color of people’s face is different. It makes you feel subhan Allah, it 

make colors to your life. Even the nature of the people is different. So all subhan Allah we need 

to remember the names of Allah, it makes your life exciting and it doesn’t make your life boring. 

When you talk Allah is khalaq, razaq, He is wahab, it gives you istighna. If you only focus on 

creation, you will get bored and you want to change. But Allah’s name will not get you bored of 

anything, it add more sense and meaning to your life.  



Now we look at kareem, we mention kareem in surah alaq. Out of Allah’s generosity He makes 

you learn, He teach you to learn. He gave you knowledge. He is generous with you to teach you. 

He taught you things which you didn’t know.  

Another place you have his name “what deceive you insaan about your Lord Al-Kareem”. How 

he is dealing with you? Not stopping provision and oxygen from you. He gives you wealth and 

health and children. So what deceive you o human being? You think you are good? Sometimes if 

you don’t have knowledge, you make so many mistakes. But you make mistakes and you think 

life is good, I have so many blessings and this doesn’t make you change. Masalan, masalan, 

Nobody is more generous to Allah. Generosity is to give someone more than you deserve. If 

some person who is mean to you, talk bad about you, you will not good to them. Imagine if you 

give million and million, but you will step. Subhan Allah how much Allah spend on us. For 

example, this person will spend on him for education or health like 10 thousand. But imagine 

how much Allah spends on us, Allah not only gave us life, He gave us sun. Nobody can pay for 

sun and sea. If I make small pond in my house, this will disturb your house, so much money and 

efforts. Before you are created, everything is done. There is tree and sky, it’s not like you are 

created and the sky is being changed. If you are in house and the ceiling is changed, you will get 

disturb. But for you 50 thousand year before your creation everything is done. You don’t get the 

teeth material anywhere, ok hair, where you get it from horse? Subhan Allah how much you try, 

you cannot. So how much Allah spend on you with river and sea. Imagine you have also insect to 

make universe balance, so this is out of Allah’s generosity. So what deceive you o human being? 

His generosity, He is generous and you can’t change that. You are good and bad, He is generous. 

You are the one you need to change yourself. People are taking advantage, for example if you 

have a mother who is so kind and never shouts. People take advantage. He is by default 

generous but don’t take advantage. Don’t say Allah Kareem and do bad. Change yourself. You 

enjoy the generosity of Allah by not feeling proud and jealous. And when you make realize how 

Allah is generous with you, it should make you generous and don’t think this person is good and 

bad. No be generous, this is how Allah’s name change us. 


